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Foreword  

The Bell is ringing, the tipping time is on. The world is 

changing and a world of possibilities is right there, just 

before us. The Bell is ringing. Time (Tangu ifoueni) to create 

an African federal state has come. 

The Bell (Ngungâ) is also ringing to RE-UNITE this fractured 

Africa and RE-ASSEMBLE this black skin, that has been 

scattered away all over the world 

Reassemble (Konguela) again towards the center (n’zita dia 

n’za), I named Kongo, presently Angola territory along with 

the two Congo, DRC (the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo), and CR (the Republic of Congo, adding to that the 

Middle Congo, up to the Great Lakes. 

Re-unite the lands of Bornou, Monomotapa, Ethiopia, and 

Sonrhaï. 

Reach the tipping point means ending the existence of all 

microstates, as defined at the Berlin conference and 

designed at the time of independence. 

Time has come to create the United States of Africa (African 

United States) to accomplish the peoples' will. 

Our heads of states continue to be passive regarding this 

situation in which they are as powerful kings, they find 

themselves quite content within the fixed currency pattern 

with euro (or dollar or yuan). 
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With this fixed parity, monetary inflation is being maintained, 

although it does not lead to economic growth, while a 

necessary condition for any development. 

 

The point is that by doing so, they do not perceive or feign 

to ignore that times have changed. This sort of extension of 

the Cfa franc to all the countries of Western Africa is felt like 

a burden by the young African people who see it like, not 

only an extension of French colonization but that of Europe 

all over Africa. 

Although they were set free, the former slaves do not wish 

to stay too far from the master’s plant comfort and would 

rather propose their abundant and affordable working 

abilities. 

The birth of a federal state will end the debate, as the use of 

a single currency is a vital condition to its very existence. 
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Preface 

 

For the last twenty years, I have been investing all of my 

energy into freeing the black Man from mental slavery 

caused by the violence of both colonization and holy wars 

(crusades and Jihad) which led Negro-African nations to be 

dominated through the influence of Christian and Islamic 

religions. 

Drones (everything is under surveillance and tracked by 

foreigners), laboratory imported diseases (Aids and Ebola, 

inoculated through vaccines) nuclear plants (turnkey 

contracts and long-term credits) being as many factors 

leading to the ownership of our lands with the blessings of 

our leaders. 

The brain drain to the Occident and the extinguishment of 

our elites by the same predators and by ourselves are as 

many factors concurring to a new form of slavery and even 

to the genocide of the Black African Man. 

I have been requested, through this book, to catch the spirit 

leading into the process of creation of the United States of 

Africa, with the help of both the civil society and the African 

citizens. 

The United States of Africa (USOA) flag, based on the 

starry Gold Spiral, with rainbow colors, the crest with the 

eye of Horus, the refrain of the Union Hymn, sung by the 

citizens placed in position 11 of the “Kemet Sun Salutation” 
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have suggested me a new world of possibilities for Africa. 

This USOA flag is an amazing work of art. 

 

The constitution of gold reserves, which profitability will be 

increased through private businesses, the soft water project 

that will be taken through the arid lands of the continent, the 

project of construction of the replica of the SAQQARA 

pyramid (meant to be the poles of both knowledge and 

university), has convinced me once and for all, that Africa is 

meant to be the desirable future of humanity, as she is 

already said to be the cradle of mankind. 

 

Arsène Francoeur NGANGA 

Research-Professor in History/Marien NGOUABI University 

Presently (2019-2020) studying in writing house at Brown 

University, Rhode Island the USA 
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1. African States of the continent and 

Overseas Territories 

 

The citizen and the civil society will drive to the creation of 

an embryo of the African federal state, of African states, 

before being extended to the people from African descent 

from Overseas. 

African people should from now on, be on the move, stop 

complaining and start challenging, stop incantation and, 

take action and, start anticipation. 

In 2020, the civil society and the citizens are going to 

discuss the feasibility and the opportunity to proceed, 

seriously, to the symbolic creation of the United States of 

Africa, the United African States, U.A.S. 

African United States/UAS will make the debate concerning 

the microstates criterion convergence irrelevant because 

the adoption of the single currency is the backbone and 

foundation leading to the very existence of this nations’ 

union. 

Can we anticipate on our common future? 

Initialize the collection of public and private savings (that of 

the citizen becoming a shareholder/actor) to gather the gold 

and currency reserves, needed for the creation of the single 

currency of the African federal State. 
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Define our own "backbones and foundations", both 

politically and economically speaking, to get to the union of 

African states 

 

  


